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The Tuck Museum Where History Happens!

The Most Mysterious Romantic Creature
Last night, as I was able to leave my bedroom window open for the first time this year,
my ears were treated to the annual peeper symphony in all its nocturnal glory. This
reminded me of the story, The First Piping of the Frogs, by Rev. Roland D. Sawyer,
published in the April 1, 1910 issue of the Exeter Newsletter. Even though Rev. Sawyer
oftentimes got the facts mixed up, he was a wonderful storyteller.

THE FIRST PIPING OF THE FROGS

It has been my pleasure to drink deeply from the well of nature['s]
emotions. I have stood on the beach listening to the pounding waves; have
spent days beneath the pine trees lulled by their soft purring above me;
have sat me down in the sun-warmed summer fields with the insects
swarming and humming about; have stood watching the trickling brook
and listening to its music; have stood long beneath the starlit sky in the
night, and I have been filled with those emotions, which as Byron says, “we
can n’er express.”

But seldom has this weird, unutterable joy and longing been keener felt,
than it was the other night, when I heard the first piping of the frogs for
1910. In one jump it took me back across the years, and I was again a boy
listening to them in the Blake meadow back behind the shop. What a
strong sense of mystery, of recollection, of a something we cannot
describe, these little fellows, who, more hardy than their brothers, get out
their banjos in late March, and bringing them to the surface twang away on
the water-soaked strings.

Like the early birds in the mornings they are dear to us because they sound
the first notes of that long concert, that millions of birds and insects are to
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sing to us all summer long. When the days get hot, and we sit down for a
bit beside some slimy pool, and see our friend there in his watery home,
with his big expressional eyes and flabby sides, he does not seem to be a
very romantic creature to us. But now, over there in the mysterious swamp,
in the dark still hours of the night, he sends his shrill vibrant tones across
to us, and makes us feel he is the most mysterious, romantic creature in
the world, and our words of tribute to him seem so poor indeed.

Contributed by Cheryl Lassiter, April 11, 2011
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